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What is and how it works 

    Television (from the Greek tele - far and Latin visione - vision) is an electronic system of 
reproduction of images and sound instantly. Works from the analysis and conversion of light and 

sound into electromagnetic waves and their conversion on a device - the TV - sometimes 
erroneously also receives the same system name or can be called television. The cameras and 

microphones capture the visual and audio information that are then converted so that they can 
be broadcast by electromagnetic or electrical means, via cable; the TV set captures 

electromagnetic waves and through its internal components converts them back in picture and 
sound. 



HISTORY 



In 1923 Vladimir Zworykin records the patent iconoscópico tube for television cameras, which 
made possible the electronic television. The first semi-mechanical analogue television system was 
demonstrated in February 1924 in London, and later moving images on 30 October 1925. 
Invented by John Logie Baird, the system consisted of a perforated rotating disc, in which neon 
lights amounted behind; responding to the signal of a radio station that captured images using 
the same disc. The noise emitted by the device made it difficult to noise emission, but even so it 

was the first device to play back motion pictures with 30 lines of resolution. 

 



• A complete electronic system was demonstrated by John Logie Baird and Philo 
Taylor Farnsworth in 1927. The first analog service was WGY in Schenectady, New 
York, opened on May 11, 1928. The first television sets were radios with a device 
that consisted a neon tube with a mechanical spinning disk (Nipkow disk) that 
produced a red image the size of a postage stamp. The first high-definition service 
appeared in Germany in March 1935, but was only available in 22 public rooms. 
One of the first major television broadcasts was the Berlin Olympic Games of 1936. 
The use of television has increased enormously after the Second World War due to 
technological advances originated by the necessities of war and the additional 
disposable income 

 



 

 

 

 

• The color television came in 1954, the US network 
NBC(National Broadcasting Company). A year before the US 
government approved the color broadcast system proposed 
by CBS(Columbia Broadcasting System), but when RCA(Radio 
Corporation of America) introduced a new system that did not 
require changes in old appliances in black and white, CBS 
dropped its proposal in favor of the new. 



• In 1960 the Japanese SONY marketed television receivers with 
transistors. The Telstar satellite transmits television signals 
across the Atlantic Ocean in 1962. The miniaturization came in 
1979 when Matsushita patented the pocket flat-screen TV. 


